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To begin with, we have to determine what type of food operation we are considering. Generally
speaking, the three main categories of food and liquor operations are fast food (breakfast & lunch,
pizza & subs), mid-range restaurants & pubs (Ninety-Nine, Applebees, Pizzeria Uno) and full-service
restaurant (Pier Four, The Continental, Top of The Hub, Hilltop, Outback Steak House...and
thousands more).
As you might imagine, determining the appropriate value structure for all these categories...and the
myriad of subsets, could turn into a weekend seminar. For the purposes of this article and to give
you a basis of cursory evaluation, let's looks at four major areas of consideration:

Obviously, valuations are effected by the overall market conditions. In today's market, goodwill, as a
function of gross sales, and profitability carry great weight. Fast food businesses are in high
demand, thereby adding a level of additional value. Pizza-subs, breakfast-lunch businesses are not
high tech; they're relatively easy to learn; they're easy to staff, and easy to control. Working with
'mostly cash' also has distinct advantages versus dealing with credit cards, hidden expenses, and
detailed reporting. From my 30 years of experience, the majority of fast food operators, that actually
work their business, make $80,000 to $150,000 per year. 

Under the market conditions of today, the hardest hit segment of the food & liquor industry, is the full
service, and high end group. This group specifically has been hit doubly hard. They're battered by
increasing operating costs due to local and Federal government mandates and regulations, the
increasing credit card and banking fees, the disappearance of interim bank financing, and quite
simply the trading down of the customer to mid-tier and fast food restaurants. 
The euphoria that we lived through in the not too distant past saw the high-end restaurants and
full-service restaurants scrambling to open more and more units. It was not uncommon to expect to
go out on a weekend night for dinner and wait a half hour to more than an hour at almost any decent
restaurant. Today the lines are mostly gone or the waiting time reduced to 10 or so minutes. In
better time, the roles reverse and the table cloth restaurants do extremely well and the fast food
segment slows down.

So in such volatile times, how do you estimate a restaurants value.
First and foremost is the 'good will' as a function of foot traffic and sales. If the sales are there, most
of the other expenses can be sustained and a profit realized but if the sales are weak, the expenses
can decimate an operator. But one has to analyze if sales are weak due to the location, competition,
management, staff, ambiance, or food quality and menu selection.



Secondly, the lease can make you or break you. We witnessed the problems that Brigham's has
been going through...their leases were horrendous. They were entered into with times were good
and they threw caution to the wind to secure good locations. The leases killed them; leases that
today no one would enter into. I feel that when leases eat up more the 10% of your sales, you're
working for the landlord. In the beginning your landlord is your best friend, when you pay your rent
on time, he's your buddy, but when things get tough, a landlord can be your worst nightmare.

Thirdly, the equipment in a restaurant has minimal effect on a restaurant's value. It's like buying a
new car that depreciates heavily as soon as you drive off a dealer's lot. The equipment has a
function but is least important in the overall scheme of things.

The 'profitability' of a business is of most concern and value. You can have a dump of a place that
nets $150,000 per year and you can have a landmark restaurant that's doing $5 million per year,
with 60 employees, open 80 hours per week, and only netting $250,000 per year. Not to mention the
restaurant operations the churn dollars but never turn a profit and ultimately go out of business.

There are numerous rules-of-thumb that can give you a fairly reasonable view of market value. It
seems that most buyers and owners use the 20 - 25 times weekly gross sales approach. With
average conditions in place this works well with adjustments for each of the above conditions. With
all components in sync and working well, 25 times comes pretty close to the results of a laborious in
depth formal appraisal. 
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